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certain types of sentence in which a real, not a fused participle
is so used that the noun and its (unfused) participle give a
sense hardly distinguishable from a possessive noun and a
gerund. Examples are:
This plan has now been ab-andoned owing to circumstances- requiring
the convocation of representatives of the people at the earliest possible
moment.—Times.
... by imposing as great difficulty as possible on parents- anc2 fa&licans
using child messengers.—Times.
Of course no obstacles slould be put in the way of chant able fevfla
providing' free or other meals if they think fit.— Times.
The notion of the Czar bang addressed in such terms "fay tlie nobility
of his capital would have been regarded as an absolute impossibility.—
Spectator.
There is of course a difference. For instance, in the example
about the Czar, as in a previous one &w\\.ccnceimng Mc&ttheiv
Arnold flrmittiitg, the participle has a pictorial effect; it
invites us to imagine th. e physical appearance of these two
great men under indignity instead of merely thinking of the
abstract indignity, as \ve should have done if C&ar's and
Arnold's had shown that we had a gerund; but the {difference
is very fine; the posses-sive sign might be inserted without
practical effect in all these four, and in hundreds lilce them.
And unlearned people may be excused for deducing that the
subject of the gerund can be used at pleasure without the
possessive sign, while the* learned comfort themselves with the
fused-participle theory. That is the mistake. Tb.e incon-
venience is this: it is easy enough to use the possessive
adjectives (wy> fee), and to add the possessive sign to most
names and many single nouns; but the subject of a gerund is
often a long phrase, after which the sign is intolerable. So
the mistake (that the gerund may have a subject not marked
by the possessive) is eag erly applied to obviating tibe incon-
venience (that long gerund subjects must be avoided). And
that is why people drop their possessive *j, and why you, the
Fused Participle, flourisl, defrauding both me, the Gerund,

